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Beautiful floors for
modern living.
Woodlands is a collection of exciting 
wood designs, inspired by the wonderful 
national parks and forests found 
throughout Great Britain.

Styled to impress, designed to last. Our Woodlands 

collection of luxury vinyl flooring brings the look and 

feel of nature into your home through a selection of 

beautifully designed wood effect planks.

Woodlands is perfectly suited to the demands of 

modern lifestyles, mixing high performance and 

durability into a low maintenance, water and stain 

resistant flooring. Choose from a refined mix of 

colours and styles.

Luxury Vinyl Planks

Stowe



Lifetime
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Guarantee*

* Subject to T&Cs
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Our Woodlands Collection is a range of beautiful wood effect 

luxury vinyl planks. It’s a robust, water resistant, glue-down 

flooring that can be fitted in almost any environment.

Made from easy-to-maintain contemporary materials, each design 

is produced in an impressive sized plank with a matt embossed 

surface finish. Natural tones and grain pattern detail bring every 

board to life and remain stunning day in, day out.

The stunning features of Woodlands include

     A choice of stylish exciting wood designs 

     Large plank format to enhance the beauty of the wood design      

     Deep emboss for textured realism 

     Elegant subtle matt finish 

     Easy clean and low maintenance surface 

     Water and stain resistant 

     Suitable for use over underfloor heating systems 

     Lifetime guarantee*

Naturally



The perfect flooring solution 

for the whole family, it’s 

durable yet takes minimal 

effort to maintain. Indulge in 

wonderful designs that are all 

created for modern living.

Engineered to combine 

extreme resilience with 

authentic natural looks. 

There’s no compromise 

between performance 

and style.

Our flooring is as versatile 

as you need it to be, being 

both moisture and heat 

resistant it can be fitted 

in just about any interior 

space and over underfloor 

heating systems.

Stroll through 
Woodlands has a highly 

durable wear layer and 

is robust enough for 

home, office and light 

commercial spaces.

Add natural character to 

any space with a Brampton 

Chase Luxury Vinyl Floor. 

Every collection is made 

from contemporary materials 

and finished with a premium 

surface design.

The protective UV surface 

coating prevents dust or dirt 

from being embedded and 

makes it resistant to stains.

Woodlands has a detailed 

textured surface created to 

look authentic and withstand 

the demands of everyday life 

- whilst being very quiet and 

comfortable underfoot.

Perfect in any space
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The

Collection

Kielder

Luxury Vinyl Planks

Exciting stylish designs, inspired by the 
wonderful national parks and forests found 
throughout Great Britain.



ArdenArden Our Arden finish is a classically elegant flooring, with darker colours and 

rich warming tones. Areas of cross-cut saw marks feature sparingly. It works 

superbly in traditional or contemporary interiors and alongside pastel colours.

Free Sample

Classic warming tones

https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/arden
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/arden


Free Sample

AshbyAshby Our Ashby finish is a vibrant and exciting flooring design. It’s bold and beautiful 

with dark undertones and knots set against lighter tones. Match paint shades 

to the gentle tones and allow the flooring to be the focal point of your room.
Bold and beautiful

https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/ashby
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/ashby


Free Sample

BreconBrecon Our Brecon finish is a stylish grey wood design with fine flowing grain and gentle 

knot detailing. This versatile plank can provide a platform to decorate your interior 

in a wide range of styles, colours or patterns.
Stylish and versatile

https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/brecon
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/brecon


Free Sample

DarwinDarwin Our Darwin finish combines warm neutral tones with darkest, elegant grain pattern 

to create a magnificent floor. This versatile design that matches to a wide variety of 

colours, tones and styles.
Supremely elegant.

https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/darwin
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/darwin


Free Sample

GlenmoreGlenmore Our Glenmore finish is a rich and luxurious design featuring fine grain and mixed 

tone. Sophisticated and stylish, this luxury floor covering has wonderful depth of 

colour and consistent tone.
Rich and luxurious

https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/glenmore
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/glenmore


Free Sample

KielderKielder Our Kielder finish is the darkest colour in the collection. Warm undertones 

combine with dark grain to create a strong and sophisticated floor. Cross-cut 

marks bring the realism of milled planks to the design,
Dark and sophisticated

https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/kielder
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/kielder


Free Sample

StoweStowe Our Stowe finish is a natural and elegant design. Gentle golden tones mix into 

light beige hues that will warm and uplift any environment. This is a traditional 

and charming plank that has cross-cut details for a realistic milled look.
Natural elegance

https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/stowe
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/stowe


Free Sample

ValeVale Our Vale finish is the lightest and most delicate design in the collection. 

Warm-white in colour with gentle grain pattern, this is a delightfully calm 

flooring style and perfect for tranquil settings.
Delightfully tranquil

https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/vale
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/vale


Free Sample

WhinfellWhinfell Our Whinfell finish is a strikingly contemporary wood design. It balances 

metallic tones with wild and distinctive grain detailing. It’s an energetic 

designer flooring that offers dramatic variation between planks.
Striking and energetic

https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/whinfell
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/whinfell


Free Sample

WinterfoldWinterfold Our Winterfold finish is a subtle and understated design. Warm and 

welcoming colours mix with the fine detailed grain to provide a 

wonderful calm starting point for a variety of interiors.
Subtle and understated

https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/winterfold
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/winterfold


Designs
Plank Size

177.8 x 1219.2mm

Arden
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Style your floor

Straight Lay Straight lay
with border

Large
Herringbone

45° Angle 45° with
Border

Ships Decking

Straight Lay Straight lay
with border

Large
Herringbone

45° Angle 45° with
Border

Ships Decking

Tailor your Brampton Chase flooring 
with exciting fitting patterns.

Any of our designs can be 
installed in an array of styles.

Brampton Chase Woodlands is an extremely 

versatile flooring. It can be installed in any room 

and also laid in many bespoke design patterns.

Add greater impact by using angles or 

incorporating design strips within your design.

There’s a few layout inspirations displayed here, 

simply speak with your local retailer for further 

details on what can be achieved with your flooring.

https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/arden
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/brecon
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/glenmore
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/stowe
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/whinfell
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/ashby
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/darwin
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/kielder
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/vale
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/winterfold


Samples direct to you

You’re in safe hands

We’ll deliver samples directly to your door. Fast, easy and conveniently in parcels that will fit through 

your letterbox. Simply place your order online and we handle the rest. www.bramptonchase.co.uk

Every Brampton Chase floor is covered by an extensive product guarantee. Relax, let us care for your 

flooring. Simply register your project on our website when complete.

Brampton Chase luxury vinyl floors are amazingly 
durable, hard wearing and easy to care for.

Specialist surface treatments offer extremely 

strong wear layers which help protect against day 

to day living, pets, spills and more. Your flooring 

will look great for years with just a little TLC. 

We only recommend Dr Schutz cleaning 

products for our flooring. These are formulated to 

work perfectly with our products and are available 

through your Brampton Chase retailer.

Free SampleView our full care guide

Cleaning and care

https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/sample-our-collections
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/BC-Care-Guide.pdf
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/product/cotswold


Lifetime
Residential
Guarantee*

* Subject to T&Cs

Water
Resistant

Easy to
Clean

Underfloor
Heating
Compatible

Highly
Durable

Comfortable
to walk on

Hygienic
Surface

Floor Type Dryback LVT

Installation Stickdown

Thickness 2mm

Wear Layer 0.3mm

Bevel No

Plank Size 177.8 x 1219.2mm

Pack Coverage 4.77m2

Planks per pack 22

Notified Body  TUV Rheinland

Slip Resistance Class R10

Reaction to Fire Class B -s1

Guarantee* Residential Lifetime / Commercial 10 Years

Use Heavy Domestic, Moderate Commercial

Underfloor Heating Suitable for all types, 27°C Max

Acoustic Impact Noise Reduction     Lw= 4 dB

fl

*Subject to terms and conditions. For further information and guides please visit www.bramptonchase.co.uk

SpecificationThe finest detail

Advanced durability with a clear PU 

wear layer, which protects the floor’s 

design and adds the realistic, textured 

grain effect.

Nature in High Definition, 

this superior photographic 

layer adds the natural 

wood design to the 

plank. Controlled colour, 

accurate, consistent 

and stunning.

The Core layer 

brings balance, 

flexibility and 

stability to 

every plank.

Essential strength and grip 

through a support layer 

designed to provide a strong 

foundation and maximum 

grip on installation.

Brampton’s protective UV surface coating 

is applied to every plank for added protection 

and a subtle matt finish. 

https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/guarantee-terms-and-conditions


• Find your local retailer

• Order free samples

• Download care guides

• Register your warranty

bramptonchase.co.uk

Find us on instagram
@bramptonchase

https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk
https://www.bramptonchase.co.uk/find-a-retailer
http://www.bramptonchase.co.uk
https://www.instagram.com/bramptonchase/

